The Idea of Disurbanity Augustin Berque

Ontology of the Ecumene
Disurbanity will be defi ned below, in connection with social overhead capital. 1 The hypothesis comprises an ontological plane and a geo-historical plane. The latter makes the body of the present paper. The former, its indispensable foundation, cannot here but be summarized as an introduction. 2 It rests on the idea that the human being is not limited to the contour of an individual body, but opens out into a common milieu, the nature of which is eco-techno-symbolic. The whole of human milieux forms the ecumene, which is the relationship of Humankind with the Earth.
This view is founded on three orders of references, which are focussed on the following concepts:
-Being-out-of-oneself 3 and mediance 4 which mean that human existence is an opening outwards. 5 Mediance (from the Latin medietas , half), in particular, means that a ' half ' of Being is made up with a milieu. -Bodyhood as the synthesis of a body and a milieu 6 enabling one to consider the latter as a medial body , an indissociable extension of the animal body in the human species. 7
As for the geo-historical plane of the hypothesis, it relates to the problematics of sustainability; that is, the question of knowing how our civilization could become ecologically viable, which it is not. 15 The perspective is a historical one: it concerns the process which brought forth the present situation. The two planes of the hypothesis are linked by three postulates:
The said process is a -loss of scale. ' Scale ' is here understood as that which relates a given size to the human body in its concrete existence; that is in the ecumene, and therefore in the biosphere and on the planet which found it. For instance, in the scalar relation of map to territory, the territory is the size order in which our body lives, whereas it cannot in that of the map. In that way, scale is distinguished from proportion , which relates together any sizes without referring to the human one. 16 Accordingly, proportion can be abstracted from our existence, and thus totally objective. Scale remains concrete, and therefore essentially trajective. In the same way, there are proportions between objects , with no limits of size; whereas a thing is necessarily at a certain scale, concretely qualifi ed on the one hand by the capacities of the human body, and on the other hand by those of the biosphere. Now, in the process which Heidegger called Entweltlichung (deworldization), modernity has tended to objectify the things, and therefore to develop abstract systems of objects; that is, the logic of which refers to themselves instead of concrete existence, to which they are imposed rather than they stem from it. Thus, out-of-scaleness tends to become the rule, because it is ' objective ' . Design Philosophy Papers
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The said proces -s is at the same time a fetishization. This Marxian notion was originally applied to commodities: it means that hiding the social relations which have really produced their value invests them falsely with an intrinsic value. Here this meaning is extended to the following. By developing systems of objects for themselves, modernity hides the relations which make them things. It abstracts them from the existential tissue of their milieu (our medial body), reducing it to a physically measurable environment. 17 As this reduction rests on the principle of identity which founds modern science, it eliminates the logic of the predicate which makes the worldhood of things. 18 It deworlds them into objects. By doing so, it invests them falsely with the value which they owe in fact ontologically to our mediance. Thus it fetishizes them; and charging them in that way with an intrinsic value, it leads us to developing them out of scale. Out of scale and fetishized, these systems of objects -change the direction of technic: rather than deploying the functions of the human body, it dictates its own functionality to human life. 19 Then appears Cyborg: a being which is mechanized by its mechanical world.
This change of direction motivates the present research. The question is not whether technic is good or bad in itself. Such a question belongs to a mere logic of identity. This, by defi nition, abstracts it from the ecumene, in which this logic is necessarily combined with a logic of the predicate. 20 A knife is good when one cuts meat, it is bad when one cuts one ' s fi nger. What it is a thing is neither only objective nor only subjective, but trajective; that is, tuned in to our body in the contingency of history. 21 Now, systems of objects hide their meaning, which is a matter of things, not of objects.
This problem concerns our whole civilization. It is too vast to form in itself the object of a defi nite research. Therefore, I shall here consider only one of its aspects, relating to the question of settlements, particularly that of urban sprawl. 22 The thesis which I intend to uphold is the following. This paradigmatical expression of contemporary systems of objects: the coupling of Automobile and Cottage, which makes cities explode, is not sustainable. 23 It is not, because it tends to abstract itself from any scale, both from the ethical and political point of view of the human polity and from the ecological point of view of the biosphere.
This unsustainability 24 can be illustrated with the parable of the Delivery Trucks:
Recently combined with the couple of Automobile and Cottage, the system of objects of the Computer has brought forth e-urbanization , which goes in pace with e-commerce ; that is, the faculty of ordering through the Internet any commodity at home, including adopted children. In its logic, such a system makes retailers, cities and even suburban malls useless. Accordingly, it makes it possible to live close to nature. At the same time, as it frees commodities from the frictions of externalities, it also makes it possible to actualize the ideal of market liberalism. Understandably, it does not lack supporters. Yet, in the reality of the ecumene, this system requires to multiply the social overhead capital 25 of cities by the number of individual consumers. Indeed, the book which formerly was bought by one hundred pedestrians at a single bookshop in a single street in a single town, now has to be dispatched by one hundred Delivery Trucks to one hundred Cottages disseminated in Nature at the end of one hundred Roads. 26 Such is the logic of Cyborg ' s systems of objects, which also is the logic of absolute market. This market absolutism ϭ machine absolutism abstracts both the commodity and the consumer from the ecumene, that is at the same time from the biosphere and from the polity. 27 Clearly, this logic is neither eco logical nor socio logical. Unsustainable at least on a living Earth, it therefore structurally needs the desert.
The Cottage in the Landscape
I am considering the main fi gure of this system: the Cottage. It is indeed for serving its Cottage that Cyborg buys its machines; it is for staying in its Cottage that it orders on the Internet, and it is for living in its Cottage that it escaped from the city. What then is the glamour of the Cottage? It is to be close to Nature. Now, the parable of the Delivery Trucks has shown us that this system destroys its very object. Why then does Cyborg want the Cottage? This is fi rstly because Cyborg lives in a predicate brought forth by the Fordian revolution 28 in which mass consumption of individual goods (e.g. Ford cars and Misawa Homes cottages) tends asymptotically to replace the social overhead capital which cities used to exalt. Indeed, toward the horizon of the asymptote, you do not even need roads: as the Four-Wheel Drive Toyota Land Cruiser parked in front of the Cottage proclaims in bold letters on the cover of its prominent spare wheel (the emblem of wilderness), INTO THE NATURE! 29 One can see here that the Fordian predicate is itself subtended by another predicate, that which the Land Cruiser points at: ' the ' Nature. Yet, the Fordian revolution was decisive. Before it, indeed, living in the wilderness was the special feature of hermits; that is, one could have access to the solitudes of the desert (uninhabited land, in Greek eremos , hence ' hermit ' ) only by giving up the goods of the ecumene (inhabited land). Thus, one could be a hermit only at the price of frugality, which as a matter of fact started eremitic asceticism. As the reverse of the ecumene, the ereme 30 was that which freed you from the world, and especially from the city.
Henceforth, on the contrary, Cyborg frees itself from the city to the very degree of its consumption of goods. By so doing, to be sure, it disrupts nature, insofar as it multiplies anthropic pressure on the ecosystems; but this is hidden by Cyborg ' s fetishes, which even procure it on the contrary the feeling that the more numerous and splendid its machines are, the deeper it lives ' into the Nature ' .
Living closer to nature, this is indeed Cyborg ' s basic motivation. Where does it get it from? From predicates devolved upon it by history, and which, in the West, have converged into the paradigm of the American suburb. These predicates make our world. They motivate modern disurbanity. They have been rather well assessed. 31 Yet there is one, the range of which has not been suffi ciently acknowledged by historiography: that by dint of which was instituted, for the fi rst time in human history, namely in Southern China under the Six Dynasties (IIId-VIth c. AD), the aesthetic couple Landscape-Cottage . As a matter of fact, Cyborg ' s world is incorporated on the aesthetic plane; because what it is seeking for, above all, is landscape: the look of nature. 32 How, in this respect, since the Six Dynasties, was hollowed out the semantic basin 33 which Cyborg is now living in, this is the question. It comprises that of a possible transmission of the landscape predicate from China to mediaeval Europe, which must be considered but remains hypothetic. 34 My own research is about the moral foundations of the Landscape-Cottage couple, which not only links ethics and aesthetics, but implies a whole worldview. The Six Dynasties are an epoch of political unrest, and that of a fecund intercourse between Taoism, Bouddhism (a newcomer) and Confucianism, which had lost the position of an orthodoxy it had under the Han. It is poets who then have invented the notion of landscape ( shanshui ) 35 and it is also a poet, Tao Yuanming (365 -427), who established the paradigm of the return to authenticity ( zhen ) in the ' woven hut ' ( jie lu ) at the outer limit of the fi elds, after having escaped from the city. 36 What I want to make clear 37 are the moving forces of this feeling of authenticity, which Tao Yuanming, exactly to the reverse of his contemporary Augustine, experienced in the landscape, from the side of his small garden: ci zhong you zhen yi , ' here is true meaning ' . 38 The Desert, the Frontier, and Xinjiang By alluding to Saint Augustine, I mean that doing such a research will be to set a perspective. It does not aim at adding another room to the building we owe to the specialists of the Six Dynasties 39 which would be to close a worldhood upon itself in the culturalist way; but, on the contrary, at understanding how the world which was set at that time in fact lives on and imbues our own. This impregnation was made through aesthetics, toward present East Asia on the one hand 40 and toward the Occident on the other hand, by the agency of the Jesuits and of personages like William Chambers (1723 -1796). 41 On this side, then, the question will be to clarify the way in which a confl uence was performed between this oriental infl ux (manifested among others in ' Sharawadgi ' taste) and the heritage of the classic pastoral; a confl uence which nurtured the art of parks in the XVIIIth and XIXth centuries, and from thereon conditioned the view which the Europeans and above all the Americans have had of the Home, with the myth of the house close to nature. 42 This confl uence the compost in which Cyborg ' s Cottage germinated must be analysed as such, not from the single point of view of the sole Western history. Accordingly, the method can only be a systematically parallel scrutiny of the two fl ows, that which comes from Greco-Roman Antiquity and that which comes from China. As such a task is enormous, one should focus it on certain themes, certain works and certain fi gures 43 and therefore it cannot but be collective (see 5).
Personally, I intend to deepen the comparison of the ecumene/ ereme contrastive structure in East Asia on the one hand, in the West (Europe and North America) on the other hand. Here interfere several referential fi elds. The ecumene in general combines World (logic of the predicate: lgP ) and Earth (logic of the subject: lgS ), the World being that which predicates the Earth; i.e. lgS/lgP. This predication (worldization) applies to all the aspects of the Earth, including deserts in all the acceptations of this term. Within this relation but at another level, though, the ecumene in particular , as ' inhabited land ' ( oikoumen ê g ê ), is opposed to ereme as ' the uninhabited ' ; that is the wilderness of forests, mountains, seas, arid and cold deserts. The general ontological structure of the ecumene is necessarily expressed in the terms of this contrast, at the particular level of a given milieu or a given world; e.g. Six-Dynasties China, or XXIst c. United States. As a matter of fact, the ereme is there the concrete metaphor of an unpredicable absolute: that which, in the abstract relation lgS/lgP, would be lgS itself, i.e. Truth, un-veiled ( a-l ê theia ) of any worldly predicate and beyond any contingency. Eremitism, in the Orient as in the Occident, consists in seeking for this absolute in the ereme.
However, in the contingency of history and the concreteness of human milieux, World and Earth touch each other 44 and grow together 45 by dint of a certain horizon, which limits both and makes them indispensable to one another; that is, ereme and ecumene here are correlates: they exist as a function of each other, concretely, in the motifs of a milieu and the motivations of a history. In that of the United States, for example, the ereme (wilderness) was identifi ed with the West. It was positive, as the Frontier, an attribute of American identity which later was applied even to the conquest of the Moon and now is applied to the edge city , i.e. to the paradigm of Cyborg ' s habitat. 46 On the contrary, in neighbouring Canada, the ereme lies rather to the North, which is negative: at the end of that ereme, there is fl atly death, not California. 47 In mediaeval Europe as in China, the main motif of the ereme was the wooded mountain 48 . Yet in China, the ereme was also the Western Areas, Xiyu , with their stretches of sterile gebi 49 but with their oases as well, which, along the piedmonts of the Tianshan and the Kunlun, led to other worlds.
Most of the time, though, people are not in quest of the absolute. Like Tao Yuanming or like Horace, they are satisfi ed with the amenity of a countryside in the way of anti-worldliness. Therefore, it is rather on this side than among true anchorites that I should see the main source of contemporary disurbanity. Nevertheless, cultivated though it may be, the countryside, in relation to the city, plays here the role of the ereme in relation to the ecumene; anyway, it is as ' nature ' that it exists for Cyborg. 50 The ground of the structure is indeed the relation of ereme to ecumene, and the analysis must be pressed on down to that level. 51 I intend in that way, again from a comparative point of view, to examine how was organized in China the predicate of the ereme, in its double version of wooded mountain ( shan ) on the one hand, and of Western Areas on the other hand. In the misty recesses of the shan hides the Obscure Female, Xuan Pin , a cosmic life-giving principle, and in the shan of the West, the Kunlun, reigns the Queen Mother of the Occident, Xiwangmu , an immortal who possesses the elixir of life. The Travel to the West, Xiyouji , is a classic of Chinese fantasy. 52 The thing will be on the one hand to see how functioned the imagery of this fantasy 53 and on the other hand to see how, correlatively, was organized the Chinese presence in the Western Areas; for instance, in the region of Luntai, through the settling of tuntianbing (colonial troops), the model of which in Japanese tondenhei was adopted by the Meiji government, two thousand years later, for colonizing the Northern Island, Hokkaido. 54 The rough history of the colonization of the Western Areas leads to the present problematics of sustainable development, since Xinjiang the Chinese West is now the object of a policy of development by forced marches. In this sense, while the traffi c there is still widely made by donkey cart ( l ü che ) , the problem meets that of Cyborg; and although the Tarim River 55 fl ows far away from the Seine and the St Lawrence, it is their common basin which I would like to put into light.
Synergies
Exploring the semantic basin of Cyborg ' s Cottage can in this way lead up to the sources of the Tarim River. That is, to the Karakorum, in Sanskrit Krishnagiri (Black Mountain), which phonetically gave the Chinese Qiaogeli (i.e. the Dapsang or K2), and semantically perhaps also the Turkish Karakorum . This blackness is the unknown of research. Indeed, light has been shed only on the outskirts and on some landmarks here and there in this immense basin. It is certain that I shall never climb up the Dapsang, and that I shall never be able to do all of this research alone. This is why, from the start, I conceived of it as a co-operative project. At the present stage, some collaborations have already been assured; some others are probable, others yet possible. Taking stock of them now would be premature 56 but it has already been decided that my own work will be connected with Mr Lu Qi ' s researches on sustainability (in general) and on the reclamation of Luntai (in particular) 57 together with Ms Cynthia Ghorra-Gobin researches on the myth of the individual house in the United States. 58 In that way, a heuristic axis will be functioning between East Asia, Europe and North America; but I wish other cultural areas to join with it. 59 In the same intention, I wish future doctoral researches to be undertaken on related themes in the frame of the doctoral course (DEA) and laboratory Jardin Paysages,Territoires (Gardens, Landscapes, Territories) in Paris, under my own tuition or that of my colleagues.
As a matter of fact, I think that the time has come for history and geography to meet again 60 in order to think together the concreteness and the contingency of their common object: human evolution on the Earth. 
Notes
I use this locution with a wider meaning than its ordinary 1. acceptation in economics. The social overhead capital of the city does not only consist in material collective goods (such as buses, sewage systems etc.), but also in the social relationships which make urbanity, thus enabling humans to live in large numbers in a common space (the city speak of a medial body but of a social body (corps social), constituted with the technical and symbolic systems which in the human species extend the animal body. ' Medial ' on the other hand expresses that this technosymbolic extension of the animal body is necessarily also ecological, as it opens out into the ecosystems of the environment (and by this very fact turns it into a properly human milieu ). Translating Heidegger ' s 8.
Weltlichkeit. Yet and this is the problem of scale the mediance of the ecumene cannot be reduced to the worldhood of the world, because, supposing the biosphere which in its turn supposes the planet (while the reverse is not true), it necessarily partakes, also, in the universalness of the physical. Translating Nishida ' s 9.
jutsugo no ronri. Nishida also makes use in the same sense of basho no ronri (logic of place). shown on the grounds of clinical neurophysiology) the body predicates its environment into a behavioural milieu ( milieu de comportement ) and that, on the other hand (as Lakoff and Johnson have shown on the grounds of cognitive science) it predicates thought through sets of ' primary metaphors ' . From the Latin 11.
trans (across) and jacere (throw), hence trajectio , crossing. Trajection is the existential intercourse which the Being of the human maintains with the things of its environment, and which makes that these are not mere ' objects ' . They are properly things , combining historically a logic of identity (A is not non-A) and a logic of the predicate (S is P); in other words, what they are in themselves and what they are for us. An object falls only within a logic of identity, which amounts to negating human existence and history. Which, related with our animal body, makes us 12.
persons (from the Latin persona , mask), who predicate their Being in terms of consciousness, but nevertheless suppose their animality, and therefore the biosphere. In this complex refl exiveness, the human Being is both the predicate and the subject of itself, in several ways and at several levels: not only je est un autre ( ' I is another one ' , Rimbaud), but also entre moi et moi-m ê me, il y a la Terre ( ' between me and myself, there is the Earth ' , Besse). From the Greek 13.
kosmos , world. The anthropomorphism of world representations in ' exotic ' societies, for example, expresses this cosmisation. From the Greek 14.
s ô ma , body. The so-called ' psychosomatic ' effects in modern medicine, for example, are often rather cosmosomatic effects, in that they express the interrelationship of animal bodies and the medial body in human societies. The notion of sustainability, or of 15.
sustainable development , spread in the eighties, notably after a report of the Brundtland Commission (WCED) of the United Nations published in 1983, the main idea of which was to leave a livable environment to the future generations. This difference between scale and proportion was foreboded 16.
by (1935) . In other words, modernity reduces human milieux to Descartes ' extensio. From the point of view of mediance, this reduction is a shutting out ( forclusion ) of ' half ' of our Being, i.e. of our medial body, thus reduced to the objects of extensio. Hence a ' want-of-Being ' ( manque-à -ê tre ), in which I see the fundamental motivation of the consumption of these objects, which from thereon are standing for it. See above, note 8. Thus the 18.
world is replaced by a universe abstracted from human existence. This is nothing else than Descartes ' extensio , bereft as Descartes had indeed seen it of the ' feeling ' ( sentiment ) which is our very life ' ( notre vie m ê me ). For Descartes, this abstraction was necessary only for ' pure science ' ; but the systems of objects of modernity have extended it to all the aspects of existence. This reversal had been viewed as a risk by Leroi-Gourhan True, Cyborg is fond of devising routes which optimize the circuit 26.
of its Delivery Trucks; but this changes nothing to the logic of its system: substituting the individual to the collective, and therefore multiplying anthropogenic impact on the biosphere; which, in the end, leads to the desert. By the way, the use of capitals here indicates the fetishization of the system. Indeed, this logic breaks down at the same time the city and 27. fellow citizenship. The motif of the ' village community ' which Cyborg often invokes is a chimaera. For an analysis of precise sociological studies on this question, see Michel Conan ' s contribution to Augustin Berque (ed.) Urbanit é fran ç aise, Urbanit é nippone, vol. II: La Ma î trise de la ville (French Urbanity, Japanese Urbanity, vol. II: Urban Control), Paris: É ditions de l ' É cole des hautes é tudes en sciences sociales, 1994. This chimaera, on the contrary, leads to segregation, notably on racial (i.e. naturalistic) grounds. This can already been observed clearly in the average socio-spatial structure of the USA, where the lighter your skin, the farther you live from the city core, and the darker, the closer. See the statistics p. 97 in Cynthia Ghorra-Gobin, La ville Am é ricaine, espace et soci é t é (The American City: Space and Society), Paris: Nathan, 1998. In the sense of a reversal, like when one speaks of the 28.
Copernican revolution. Economists have celebrated the obsequies of fordism too early; in fact, it imbues our world so deeply that one does not see it anymore. Needless to say, the Fordian revolution occurred in the wake of the bourgeois revolution, which as a general trait has tended to reduce the human to the modern topos ' animal body: individual person ' . For instance, privatizing commons has substituted an ' I possess this object ' to a ' We are this medial body ' . On this topic, see op. cit. in note 2. This is a Japanese example (hence the solecism), but Cyborg 29.
also makes use of other makes of Four-Wheel Drives, and its cottage is not necessarily located in Izumi Park Town. The fastest growing category of vehicles in rich countries is the SUV (Sport and Utility Vehicle), that is the big FWD which one uses for shopping at the mall. For any self-respecting Cyborg, the SUV is today an indispensable attribute of the Cottage, together with the Sedan and the Mini. Indeed, the SUV enables Cyborg to assuage its structural need of desert, because it is of the same make as the machines of the Paris-Dakar Race (Cyborg ' s eucharistic rite, celebrating its consubstantiality with the Machine, the Market and the Desert). I have analysed this contrastive structure in 30.
Le sauvage et l ' artifi ce. Les Japonais devant la nature , Paris: Gallimard, 1997 Gallimard, (1986 cum-tangere , hence contingency. This essential contingency is for instance symbolized by the ambivalence of mundus (a sacred hole in the earth) ϭ mundus (the world ϭ kosmos ) at the foundation of a city in Roman times. Kosmos , the World, is the predicate of the Earth, this subject ( subjectum in Latin, i.e. ' thrown under ' ϭ hupokeimenon in Greek, i.e. ' laid under ' ) which ' lies under the sky ' ( hupo t ô kosm ô … keimen ê , Isocrates, 78); a sky-predicate which is at the same time Order, Ornament and World -the three meanings of kosmos in Greek (as well as three of those of mundus in Latin) ] since kosmos ϭ ouranos (sky), as is stressed in the last sentence of Plato ' s Timaios. As a matter of fact, the templum of the foundation of a Roman city consists in projecting a portion of the sky onto the earth, i.e. in instituting, through this predication ( cum-templatio ) a new ecumene[ eco-, from oikos , house, comes from a radical weik , inhabit, which has also given the French ville , city Contemplatio hence has taken the sense of ' consideration ' , which indeed consists in seing things in a certain way, that is in predicating S into a certain P, Earth into a certain World. 
